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Public procurement and the cloud
Philippe Van Avermaet

___________________________________________________________________

Introduction

- Focus more on practical examples (based on actual cases whose details have been 

changed and/or made fictitious) rather than on theoretical contractual situations

Terminology

- Cloud

- Hosting

- Virtualisation

- AaS "As a Service" (infrastructure / software)

(Un)linked prerequisites - Organisation's maturity

- Current technical maturity (e.g. in terms of infrastructure and access devices)

- Existing operational support structure

* To accompany change and possibly evolve from direct internal support to 

interface between end users and cloud providers

- Ability to map functional requirements to services

* Catalogue of existing services?

Direct and indirect impacts on procurement

- Fragmentation of the portfolio of contracts

* Less contracts vs. more contracts

+ Hardware (storage capacity, processing capacity ...) - trend ↓

+ Software (licenses ...) - trend ↓

+ Network (bandwidth ...) - trend ↑→
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+ Services (business apps ...) - trend ↑

+ "square meters" - trend ↓ 

+ Limited by the number of (cloud) contracts that you can manage

* Smaller in value?

+ In principle, yes

- Guarantees

* Financial capacity requirements vs. professional insurance liability

+ Financial capacity at contract award less meaningful

+ Professional insurance liability offers better protection

- Applicable law(s)

* Client's country law, provider's country law, law of the country where the 

facilities/equipment are located/operated?

* Unknown location: trust & security (not only IT Security, also physical 

security)

* Dispute resolution

+ Court (which one?)

+ Mediation structure

- Data protection

* Third countries (enforcement issues)

* Loss / illegal use or access (confidentiality, data sold to third parties ...)

- Data ownership

* Stored data, stored processes, stored workflow

+ Who is the actual owner?

+ Risk to be obliged to pay to get back your own data or processes

* Data "produced" on the cloud

* Transition phases

+ Transfer data to cloud in principle without problem

+ Exit management plan

= Of crucial importance

= To be agreed at the earliest possible stage
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=Define terms to get your data back in an agreed format, 

within predefined deadlines and at no or an agreed 

predefined cost

- Customer driven contract vs. provider driven contract

* Contracts tend to be smaller in value

* Increased risk to acquire an existing service "as is" and not be in a 

position to impose your clauses but rather be obliged to accept "small 

letters clauses" from the cloud provider

- Practical operational aspects

* Time zone, language, language, user support

+ 9-5 support in French from Paris is not equivalent to 9-5 support in 

English from London

+Next service level to cover requirements might be 24/24 and drive 

costs up

* Interface with internal systems, between different cloud services

+ Who does?, who manages?, who pays for?

- Service Level Agreements

* Fair and balanced?

* Customer driven or provider driven

  * Service failure / downtime

* Data loss / data integrity / misuse

* Back-up

* Compensation / penalties

+ Multi-layered services

+ How to get clear evidence regarding the "faulty" layer?

+ How to enforce compensation?
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Other issues requiring attention

- Cost control

* Fixed price vs. pay per use

* Contracting and invoicing patterns to consider

+ Subscription based contract or pay per use

+ Unlimited use or limited use

+ Prepaid or post invoice

- Keep a back-up solution

- Encryption

- Network availability

- Monitoring

* How do you monitor? How can you monitor?

* Do you trust monitoring reports from the provider?

- Consider alongside other existing technologies

Conclusions - Safe and Fair Contract Terms and Conditions?

- Safe and Fair T&C are a need

- Not everything can be fixed in standard T&C

- Standard and modular SLAs are also required

- Does the market need neutral "Third Parties" to certify cloud services (f.i. 

Verisign like organisations)?

- For end users, switching to cloud computing will be in all respects as challenging 

as switching from on-site IT with own staff to traditional outsourced IT


